CFP
EDGE-LIT FLAT PANEL

Columbia Lighting

Hubbell Lighting
Attractive, Cost-Effective, Reliable
The CFP offers Edge-Lit LED technology in a sleek, modern, flat panel design. Light classrooms, offices, medical facilities, cleanrooms and general public spaces using edge-to-edge illumination, without pixelation or bright spots.

Features and Benefits
• 1x4, 2x2, and 2x4 sizes
• 0–10V dimming to 10%
• Universal voltage (120–277V)
• Switchable Lumen technology: 5500/4100/3400 lumens (1x4, 2x4) 4000/3300/2800 lumens (2x2)
• Suitable for ISO Class 5–9 positive pressure cleanrooms
• T-bar clips for secure mounting
• DLC® (DesignLights Consortium) Qualified, with some Premium Qualified configurations - see www.designlights.org
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CATALOG NUMBER UPC DESCRIPTION LUMENS WATTS LPW
CFP14-55/41/3435 78531140953 1x4 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 5500/4100/3400 Switchable Lumens, 3500K 5880 50 117
CFP14-55/41/3440 78531140960 1x4 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 5500/4100/3400 Switchable Lumens, 4000K 6084 50 122
CFP22-40/33/2835 78531140977 2x2 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 4000/3300/2800 Switchable Lumens, 3500K 4837 40 121
CFP22-3335-HE 78531140571 2x2 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 3300 Lumens, 3500K 3980 31 125
CFP22-40/33/2840 78531140984 2x2 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 4000/3300/2800 Switchable Lumens, 4000K 5001 40 126
CFP24-55/41/3435 78531140991 2x4 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 5500/4100/3400 Switchable Lumens, 3500K 5024 49 102
CFP24-4135-HE 78531140632 2x4 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 4100 Lumens, 3500K 4103 32 129
CFP24-55/41/3440 78531141004 2x4 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 5500/4100/3400 Switchable Lumens, 4000K 5030 40 125
CFP24-4140-HE 78531140656 2x4 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 4100 Lumens, 4000K 4350 32 137
CFP24-7535 78531140687 2x4 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 7500 Lumens, 3500K 7364 56 132
CFP24-7540 78531140694 2x4 Edge-Lit Flat Panel, 7500 Lumens, 4000K 7534 56 135

ACCESSORIES (ORDER SEPARATELY)
PLD10M Dual-Lite® Emergency LED Battery Pack, field installed
PLRT5 Remote Test Switch/Charge Indicator Module (fits single-gang box)
FK14 1x4 Single Flange Kit
FK22 2x2 Single Flange Kit
FK24 2x4 Single Flange Kit
SRPSMK-14 1x4 CFP Surface Mount Kit
SRPSMK-22 2x2 CFP Surface Mount Kit
SRPSMK-24 2x4 CFP Surface Mount Kit
CFPCM36Y SC5F-KIT 36’ Cable Mount Kit for 1’ or 2’ wide Cable Mount fixtures, 5-wire

1 Fixtures with Emergency Battery Pack require a remote mounted test switch, we suggest the Dual-Lite PLRT5.